
CREATING COMMUNAL RESTING AREAS OUT OF NATURAL SUBSTRATES 

AT KNOWSLEY SAFARI AND LINTON ZOO CONSERVATION PARK 

Lions in all settings wild and captive are known for the large amount of time that they spend resting. Resting is a completely 

natural behaviour and giving lions plenty of options is crucial, this allows them the  space to choose where they want to rest 

and who they want to rest with.  Whereas platforms and rocks are an ideal dry space, resting areas on the ground are still 

important. 

During winter time when the weather may start to become wetter, giving lions man made resting places may become           

necessary depending on the natural drainage of the specific lion enclosures. This case  study shows how dry resting areas 

can be created out of natural substrates which the lions may appreciate during these months and even in the summer. 

LEAF AND PLANT MATTER BEDS - LINTON ZOO 

At Linton Zoo in Cambridgeshire leaves and plant 

matter raked up from the public pathways would 

be distributed between the big cat enclosures at 

the top of the mounds. These leaves would        

provide the lions with a larger mound for a taller 

vantage point as well as a warm resting place. 

These piles were placed at different levels of the 

mound to offer multiple places, as the leaves 

started to compose they would release heat 

which would provide the lions with warm places 

to rest during the colder months.  

These mounds of leaves and debris would               

become a firm favourite place for the lions to 

rest, and they would be seen on them all year 

round. 



More pictures here showing one of the zoo’s pair of lions using the 

two main leaf piles for resting places. This provided the lions with a 

natural bedding material, free for keepers to use and from within 

the zoo grounds, the only safety issue was just to make sure no 

litter was raked up within the leaves. 

SAND AND BARK BEDS IN WET PADDOCKS - KNOWSLEY SAFARI 

At Knowsley Safari near Liverpool the lion paddocks were situated in an area of rather wet ground. The clay soil meant that 

the ground took a long time to drain after heavy rain which would lead to a lot of mud and standing water at times, which 

was not helped by the heavy footed romping lions. Allowing the lions to have suitable dry resting areas was crucial for their 

welfare and to allow the visitors to view them as indoor viewing was not available. Keepers had access to different          

substrates including bark and sand, both of which were used to create semi permanent resting areas that could be          

maintained by the keepers themselves. 



Sand beds were made with logs placed around the  

edge to keep the sand in and to make the area more         

aesthetically pleasing to visitors. These sand beds were 

topped up as and when required by keepers by the     

use of a trailer. 

These sand beds become a favourite resting place for 

both of the lion prides and as well as using them to rest 

they would also often take their food on there to eat 

too. These sand beds were a good place to encourage 

groups to rest together if they wanted to, aiding in 

some of the mixing processes carried out at the time. 



USE OF BARK AND WOOD CHIPPINGS 

These bark beds were created from wood chippings from 

the Knowsley Estate and Safari Park surroundings. The 

bark bed pictured above was placed underneath an          

existing platform shelter. This would also help to keep the 

bark chippings fairly dry. As they did with the sand beds 

the lions would often bring their food to this bark bed  

during winter months where the beds would offer a dryer 

place to eat and rest as can be seen above. 

The pictures to the right show a large bark pile placed  

behind a large log in the main drive through reserve.  This 

again became a favoured resting place of the lions during 

the day. 

A wide variety of different chippings can be used from 

deciduous to coniferous trees. Conifer/pine trimmings can 

be used for lions and other cats unlike with herbivore  

species and smaller species as they may eat them and this 

may present a poisoning issue. These trimmings may also 

add more interest due to the stronger smell too. The lions 

enjoy sleeping but also rolling and rubbing themselves on 

the bark to cover themselves in this new scent. 


